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Sue Bryant sails on Celebrity Edge, the much hyped
new ship that could change the future of cruise
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Cruise Adviser is the leading cruise publication for the travel trade. Since
2014, the magazine has provided educational advice for those who sell
cruise holidays, through insightful comment, news, features and analysis.
The multi-award winning magazine covers the entire cruise industry,
from the smallest ships to the largest, expedition vessels to ultra-luxury
yachts, in an unbiased and informative way. Each issue contains all the
latest cruise news, including ship launches, fam trips, incentives and
new hires, as well as a focus on one area of cruise, be it adventure, river
or luxury, with features written by the best travel writers in the country.
Printed on high-quality paper, designed in clean, elegant style, and
packed with intelligent, thought-provoking journalism, Cruise Adviser is a
trade magazine with the ethos of a consumer magazine.
Cruise Adviser covers cruise lines that it deems relevant and
newsworthy, regardless of whether or not they advertise. It is the only
trade magazine to include a comprehensive and free directory section.
Cruise Adviser has a print circulation of 9,000, giving it a readership
of 15,000, higher than that of its closest rival. Its distribution is built
from partnerships with traditional high street agents, such as TUI, Hays
Travel, Barrhead and Trailfinders; consortia such as Advantage and
Midlands Co-operative; and homeworkers such as GoCruise, Cruise118
and cruise.co.uk.
Uniquely aimed at front-line travel agents, two thirds of readers say
the magazine has helped them make a sale. Cruise Adviser is published 11
times a year — monthly, with a double issue that covers July/August.

NEWS

CUNARD

Good news for agents as Cunard
joins Shine Rewards Club
Incentive scheme now twice as rewarding with points from both Cunard and P&O

Shine Rewards Club has welcomed
a new member in luxury line Cunard.
The reward and recognition
programme is dedicated exclusively
to travel agents, who can now
combine the points they earn from
both Cunard and P&O Cruises
and exchange them for a range of
rewards. Points can be earned in
a variety of ways, from making a
Cunard Fare booking to completing
training modules.
Cunard’s addition to the club
means enhanced rewards from
the cruise line’s brand partners,
including Pickering’s 3 Queens Gin,
Laurent-Perrier Champagne and

Godiva chocolates, but the ultimate
reward is a Cunard cruise. These join
designer goods, experience days and
technology products in the rewards
up for grabs.
Travel agent partners are able to
register for Cunard Shine Rewards
Club now, and from December 3 they
will be eligible to enter their Cunard
Fare bookings to earn points.
Gary Anslow, Cunard sales director,
commented on the enormous
success of the programme since its
launch and the positive feedback
from agents. “[The programme] will
increase awareness of our exceptional
ships, itineraries and White Star

Service, all of which set Cunard as the
benchmark for luxury travel.”
P&O Cruises’ vice president of
sales and distribution Alex DelamereWhite said: “It’s great to see Shine
Rewards Club welcome a new
brand on board. We can’t wait to
be collectively rewarding agents
for their support and loyalty for
both P&O Cruises and now Cunard.
With more brands come more points,
and more points mean more rewards
for agents.”
In the past year, 10,000 agents
have benefitted from Shine Rewards.
Agents can register online at
shinerewardsclub.com.
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NORWEGIAN BLISS

Speechless
in
Seattle
Sam Ballard boards Norwegian Cruise Line’s new ship Norwegian
Bliss in its Pacific Northwest homeport and is blown away by both

December 2018 | Midship

PORTS OF CALL

Tokyo
Anthony Pearce proﬁles the Japanese capital – an incredible and impeccable
modern city, with something for everyone and an increasingly popular cruise hub
There is very little in Tokyo that is
very old. The victim of ﬁres during
the Edo period, the Japanese capital
was also twice razed during the
20th century, ﬁrst by the Great
Kantō earthquake of 1923 and then
by ﬁrebombing by American forces
during the Second World War.
But unlike some other modern
cities, Tokyo has charm in abundance:
it’s a place where intrigue exists in
even the most mundane details.
For a city of its size and population,
visiting is a remarkably enjoyable
experience. It’s friendly, the crime
rate is low, it’s clean (you’ll be
unlucky to spot litter anywhere)
and public transport works like a
dream. At the same time familiar and
completely diﬀerent to anywhere else,
Tokyo lives up to its billing as
one of the world’s top destinations.
Served by two international
airports, Narita and Haneda (Japan

Airlines, ANA and British Airways all
ﬂy direct from the UK), Tokyo is also
an increasingly popular cruise hub,
with many of the major cruise lines
and smaller operators now calling
there on cruises that circumnavigate
Japan or explore the wider region.
It is served by the Harumi Passenger
Ship Terminal and Yokohama, which
is approximately 40km from the city
and where most cruise ships dock.
In March and April 2019, for
example, Silver Muse and Silver
Whisper (Silversea), Star Legend
(Windstar), Insignia (Oceania),
Azamara Quest and Seven Seas
Mariner (Regent) will all sail from
the city. The likes of Diamond
Princess, Columbus (Cruise &
Maritime Voyages), Quantum of the
Seas (Royal Caribbean), Westerdam
(Holland America Line) and Queen
Elizabeth (Cunard) all call at
Yokohama during the same period.

Cultural capital

Very little English is spoken in the
Japanese capital, meaning that
escorted tours are a good way to see
the city with ease, although given its
excellent public transport, it’s easy
(and can be more fun) to go oﬀ alone.
Tokyo is often said to be a city of
niches: no matter what your interests
are, Tokyo can deliver. Some of the
best coﬀee, whiskey and of course
food can be found here. There are
more Michelin-starred restaurants
in Tokyo than anywhere else in the
world, but anywhere you eat is likely
to be exceptional, whether you want
ramen, curry, sashimi or sushi.
The old town Edo is the heart
of central Tokyo, famous for its
Imperial Palace and surrounding
parks. Shoppers should head to the
Ginza district, while in the north
of the city you’ll ﬁnd Ueno Park
(shrines, tombs, pagodas), the Tokyo
National Museum (archaeological
artefacts and Japanese art) and
Sensō-ji temple. No trip to the city
would be complete without visiting
the neon-lit areas of Shibuya and
Shinjuku. In the former you’ll ﬁnd the
famous crossing, said to be the busiest
intersection in the world, while in the
latter there’s the Golden Gai area,
home to dozens of tiny ramshackle
bars (each with room for about six
people and decorated diﬀerently to
the next), and kushiage restaurants
(that serve fried meat on skewers).
The Tokyo prefecture contains
four national parks, including FujiHakone-Izu. During cherry blossom
season (usually in late March or early
April), Inokashira Park, Ueno Park
and Shinjuku Gyoen National Garden
are at their very prettiest – although
the scenery can be quite breathtaking
in autumn, too.
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ABOUT

Do you have a story for us? Email info@cruise-adviser.com

CORAL EXPEDITIONS

Dive in
Down Under
James Litston ticks the Great Barrier Reef off his
bucket list on a small-ship Coral Expeditions cruise

INFOGRAPHIC

How to navigate
the new-to-cruise market
INFOGRAPHIC

New to cruise

We match eight of the most common new-to-cruise tribes with the
We’vecruise
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upthat
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recommended cruise lines. How do you think we’ve done?

Celebrity Cruises, Crystal Cruises,
Princess Cruises
With their iPads and Ocean Medallions
the level of technology on board these
lines is incredible. You can use it as a tool
to get those new sales.

Cruise & Maritime Voyages, Fred Olsen
Cruise Lines, Saga
These ex-UK specialists are also renowned
for sailing to distant lands such as the Far
East, Amazon and Australia, making it the
easiest way to travel.

Thomson, Celestyal Cruises,
Carnival Cruise Line
With incredible kids’ clubs and bags of
family-friendly fun, these three cruise
lines are among our favourites for very
young families.
Silversea, Viking Cruises, Hapag-Lloyd
With Silversea’s expedition cruises,
Viking’s incredible spa and Hapag Lloyd’s
tailored approach, these three lines are
perfect for the time-poor power couple.

P&O Cruises, Holland America Line,
Riviera Travel
With interesting itineraries and well
thought out partnerships – from the BBC
to Marco Pierre White – these three lines
are perfect for anyone with a bit more
time and money on their hands.

Norwegian Cruise Line, Cruise &
Maritime Voyages, G Adventures
All three of these cruise lines are
renowned for their offering to solo
passengers with cabins or even entire
dates dedicated to singles.

SeaDream, Uniworld, Seabourn
Intimate ships, luxurious surroundings
– what more could a couple of loved up
honeymooners want after their wedding?
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CELEBRITY EDGE

Edge of
tomorrow

Hurtigruten, Pandaw, Voyages
To Antiquity
These specialist cruise lines are renowned
for knowing their regions inside out. From
the rivers of southeast Asia, to Norway’s
coastal route or the architectural wonders
of north Africa.
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Sue Bryant sails on Celebrity’s new ship and asks whether it can
possibly live up to the hype. The answer is a resounding yes
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James Litston casts off with Coral Expeditions to encounter
the rich, diverse marine life of the Great Barrier Reef

15,000

readers
::::::::::::::::

Digital
Cruise-adviser.com ranks highly on Google News and, through
partnership with Widgety, appears on the intranets of every major
travel agency group. Full digital versions of the magazines appear
on the Clia website. It has twice as many Twitter followers as its nearest
rival and 40 per cent more Facebook ‘Likes’.

Guides
Cruise Adviser publishes four supplements a year, each themed around a
different area of the cruise industry: Ex-UK (January); River (March); Luxury
(July/August); Adventure (October). The Ex-UK guide contains a comprehensive
list of departures from the UK. Containing in-depth features, comment and
analysis, Cruise Adviser guides are intended to educate and inform travel agents
about cruise holidays.

FANTASTIC FOUR

Why take
a river
cruise?
The rise in demand for river cruise is
leaving some agents in the backwaters
when it comes to knowing the product
and who to sell it to. Jane Archer offers a
quick guide to four of the most popular
waterways with UK customers

Return of the Nile

Numbers dropped off after political unrest in Egypt, but with travel to the region
deemed safe, more lines are adding Nile itineraries, says Katherine Lawrey
Following the Arab Spring in
2011, and the ensuing unrest in
Egypt, the Nile cruise business
almost ceased to exist. By 2016
just 3,600 Brits took a cruise in
the country, down 95 per cent
from 58,000 in 2010.
However, the Nile now
appears to be on its way back.
There is currently no Foreign
Office advice against travel to
Cairo and the tourist areas –
including Luxor, Aswan, Abu
Simbel and the Valley of the
Kings – are also considered safe.
Orbital Travel’s managing
director John McCallum
reports that the Nile river
cruise specialist started to see a
turnaround at the end of 2016.
From April 2017 to March

30

2018, passenger numbers and
turnover have increased by 50
per cent. “The level of activity
between January and the first
week of March was the highest
since the downfall of President
Mubarak in 2011,” he said.
Viking River Cruises will
begin Nile river cruises this
year, investing in its own vessel
for the first time. A newly
renovated all-suite ship, the
Viking Ra, is sailing an eightday round-trip cruise on the
Nile as part of Viking’s 12-day
Pharaohs & Pyramids cruise
tour that begins in Cairo.
Riviera Travel now has two
Nile itineraries – including the
11-day Wonders of the Nile
(from Cairo to Luxor) which

can also be extended from Cairo
to Aswan for 15 days.
The Nile also makes its
debut appearance in a Scenic
brochure – the luxury river
and escorted tour operator has
introduced an 11-day tour,
which has a four-night charter
on the 36-guest Sanctuary Sun
Boat III from Luxor to Aswan.
With Uniworld, Sanctuary
Retreats, Orbital Travel, Red
Sea Holidays and Discover
Egypt all having kept faith with
the region, there’s every reason
to feel optimistic for the Nile.
Discover Egypt has held most
of its prices for 2018 and 2019
at 2017 levels, with seven-night
cruises starting from £898,
with excursions included.
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Events
Cruise Adviser hosts events for select groups of travel agents throughout the
year. Known as the Cruise Adviser Socials, these themed events allow travel
agents to meet suppliers, network and learn a few tips from our esteemed
speakers at luxurious venues such as Soho House White City.
In 2020, Cruise Adviser will host events the following events:
Cruise Adviser River Social on April 23 in Birmingham
Cruise Adviser Luxury Social on June 4 in London
Cruise Adviser Expedition Social on October 22 in Liverpool
Cruise Adviser Christmas Social on December 10 in London

EVENTS

64% of agents say
Cruise Adviser
has helped them
make a sale
I think it is excellent
— a great read for
anyone in the cruise
industry. I share the
magazines with new
members of staff as I feel it
lets them understand and
appreciate how
varied cruise is

Travel agents [94%]

Front-line
agents
Managers

Tour
operators

73%

What readers say about
Cruise Adviser

Home
workers

10% 6%
5%

Cruise lines
& other

6%

— Linda Cunningham
Scotland’s Cruise Centre

90% of
readers have
sold a cruise in
the last month

*tagcloud produced from results of
a recent survey of readers
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PRINT
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January

January 13

January 3

January 2

Cruise Adviser is published 11 times a year — monthly,
with a double issue that covers July/August.

February

February 7

January 31

January 29

Cruise Adviser has a print circulation of 9,000, giving
it a readership of 15,000, higher than that of its closest
rival. Its distribution is built from partnerships with
traditional high street agents, such as TUI, Hays Travel,
Barrhead and Trailfinders; consortia such as Advantage
and Midlands Co-operative; and homeworkers such as
GoCruise, Cruise118 and cruise.co.uk.
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April 28
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September 28

November
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October 30
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December

December 7
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2020 dates

Its sister publication, Solus, is published twice a year.

It’s up to date with the latest news
— that’s why we always read it.
Then we pass news on to our
clients. It’s a great tool.
— Steve Brooks,
Glenfield Travel

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

PAGE ADVERTS

INSERTS

Quarter-page

£1,500

A5 one-sided

£4,000

Half-page

£2,000

A5 two-sided

£5,000

Single page

£2,500

A5 four page

£6,000

Double-page spread (DPS)

£3,500

Gatefold

on request

Inside front cover

£3,500

Larger inserts

on request

Inside front cover DPS

£4,000

Back cover

£4,000

ADVERTORIAL
Single page

£3,500

Double-page spread

£4,500

DIGITAL
E-shot

£1,000

Online advertorial

£500

10% discount for five or more issues
15% discount for eight or more issues

Specifications
Artwork to be supplied to the following specifications as a high-res PDF:
Single page: 245x170mm + 3mm bleed on all edges
Double page: 245x340mm + 3mm bleed on all edges
No type should appear within 5mm either side of gutter on a spread
Images to be supplied as 300dpi CMYK jpgs or tifs
Logos and other vector artwork supplied as EPS files

Please send files to your sales contact and advertising@cruise-adviser.com
Hard proofs are not needed.

For advertising terms and conditions, see waterfront-publishing.com/
advertising-tandcs; for digital specifications, please email your sales
contact and advertising@cruise-adviser.com

RATES & SPECIFICATIONS

Waterfront Publishing is an independent magazine
publisher and creative agency based in central London.
It creates print, mobile and online media and provides
editorial, design, proofreading and marketing solutions.
It has two in-house magazines, Cruise Adviser and Solus,
both aimed at the travel trade. Waterfront also offers
contract-publishing services and has produced magazines

for ABTA; Travelzoo; Cruise & Maritime Voyages; The
Travel Village and Advantage Travel Partnership. It has
also worked with the likes of Emerald Waterways, Reed
Smith, the Cruise Lines International Association, UK
and Ireland, and Widgety.
For more information, see waterfront-publishing.com, email
info@waterfront-publishing.com or call 020 3865 9360
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Cruise Adviser is created by Waterfront Publishing
Waterfront Publishing Limited
12-18 Hoxton Street,
London, N1 6NG
info@cruise-adviser.com
advertising@cruise-adviser.com
020 3865 9360
For advertising inquiries, please contact:
Bryan Johnson
Senior sales manager
bryan@waterfront-publishing.com
020 3865 9338
075 3270 9734

Rory Collins
Sales manager
rory@waterfront-publishing.com
020 3950 4815
073 6522 5027

For contract-publishing inquiries, please email
info@waterfront-publishing.com
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